
To develop a long-term preservation cost model for scientific data, estimating five preservation scenario costs in ISIS facility. 

PRESERVATION SCENARIOS 

What to preserve? 

NEXUS file 

ISIS experimental proposal 

Reference to ISIS instrument website 

Reference to Mantid website 
Software that can read Nexus files 

Mantid binaries  

(+ libraries) 
To re-install Mantid 

Mantid algorithms 

(+ format description) 
To re-build Mantid 

1. Basic preservation 
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2. Software archiving 3. Description textual solution 

If the link is broken or the website closes… 

Preserve everything mentioned above 

4. Triple Solution 

Bibliography on each set of data 

ISIS instrument website on the UK Web Archive 

Consortium and on multiple formats (.html, .pdf, .jpeg) 

Emulation of the operating system 

5. Overkill 

COST MODEL 

CONCLUSIONS 

Pre-archive costs increase with scenario complexity and preservation length; 
 

Archive costs are identical through scenarios and increase with preservation 

length; 
 

Access costs are identical through the years, however, the risk acceptance 

and the number of sets of data required have to be considered; 
 

Running costs are defined for one day. 

FURTHER WORK 

 Add more details inside input data (cost drivers and activities not considered); 
 

 Handle technological changes; 
 

 Develop tools inside the cost model to manage particular scenarios (number 

of files required, length of experiments, …); 
 

 Case study for the clinical trial of the ENSURE project. 
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AIM 

Preservation Network: Scenario 5. Overkill (Esther Conway) 

WBS: Worst Case Scenario  BCS: Best Case Scenario 

 Cost Model developed with 

Excel software; 

 

 Data collected during 

interviews performed in STFC; 

 

 Costs have been divided into 

14 categories. 

 Length of preservation is the only 

input of the model; 

 

 Two case study (5 and 100 years 

preservation) are presented; 

 

 Access costs have to consider the 

risk acceptance of retrieving data. 
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